?1. Let F = Vx1Vx2]x3H be a formula in the MGCI. We may assume that the matrix H implies x3 # x1 A X3 # X2, for if H does not, we may replace it with X3 # X1 A X3 # X2 A (H v H1 v H2), where H6 is obtained from H by replacing X3 with x,; the resulting formula will be equivalent to the original formula over all universes of cardinality > 2. Given F, we use 91 and 93 to range over structures appropriate to the language of F, and use A and B for the universes of these structures. By a k-type we shall always mean a quantifier-free k-type. Thus, for any 9, if a,,..., ak E A and C c A, then the k-type over C realized by al,.. ., ak in %1, abbreviated tpw(al,...., ak; C), is the set of quantifier-free formulas J such that 9 1 J[al, .. ., ad, where J is constructed from predicate letters of F, the identity sign, variables among x ,. .. ., Xk, and constants representing the members of C. Note that if C is finite, then a k-type over C is essentially a finite object, since it is completely determined by its atomic formulas.
The core of the undecidability proof in [Go2] is the construction of a formula in the MGCI that is satisfiable but has no finite models. In every model 9 for this formula there exist elements a,, a2, ... such that tp,(al; 0) is realized in 9 only by a1 and, for each k > 1, tpw(ak+l; {a1,.. . ,ak) is realized in 9 only by ak + In fact, a satisfiable MGCI formula F will have a finite model unless every model for it contains such elements, as is implied by the following proposition: (t) Suppose there is a model 91 for F and a finite C c A such that every 1-type over C that is realized by an element of A-C is realized by at least two elements of A-C. Then F has afinite model.
(Indeed, proposition (t) holds for any F in the full Gddel class with identity, i.e., any F with prefix Vx1Vx2]x3 3..
)
To prove the finite controllability of the SGCI we shall exploit a proposition like (t) but stronger. Let C be a set and t a k-type over C. For i,. .., ij < k, let [t I i .ij] be the uniquej-type t' over C with the following property: for any structure 9 with C c A and any al , . . ., ak E A, if tp ,(al , . . ., ak; C) = t then tpu(ai , . . ., aij; C) = t'.
For any 9 and any C c A, a set Q of consistent 2-types over C is said to be closed (with respect to 9) iff Note that the set T of all 2-types over C that are realized in 9 is closed. (Obviously clauses (1) and (2) are satisfied. If t -tps(a, b; C) E T, then the 3-type s demanded by clause (3) may be taken to be tp91(a, b, e; C) for any e such that 91 # H[a, b, e]; such an e exists since 91 k F.) Thus if a 1-type over C is realized by a least two members of A-C, it is replicable. LEMMA 1. Suppose there is a model 91for F and afinite set C c A such that every 1-type over C that is realized by a member of A-C is replicable. Then F has afinite model. PROOF. Let P = {tpa(a; C) I a E A-C}, and let Q be the union of all sets of 2-types over C that are closed (with respect to 9). Note that Q is closed and that Tc Q, where T is the set of 2-types over C realized in 9. Let k > 0, Uk = P x { 1,..., k}, and hence t = if1 (tpw(d, dp; Rm+ 1)), so that (3) follows for t from its being satisfied for 0 1 (tpw(d, dp; Rm+ 1)). In the latter case there exists q < . -1 such that tpg(e, e -1; Rm+ i)) = tpw(e, eq; Rm+ J5 so again ( 
If t is any n-type over Rm+ 1 and i < n, let i(t) be the n-type over Rm+ 1 that is like t except that [Oi(t) I i] = tp%(rm+1; Rm+ ). Thus, t and Oi(t) agree on all atomic formulas except those whose only variable is xi. Now let Q be the set of 2-types over

